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Abstract—Mobile devices like laptops or smartphones are
getting more and more powerful, but still these devices are
mainly used to access services, which are provided by centralized
servers in the Internet. We argue that the full potential of such
mobile devices could be unfold if these devices would provide
services like instant messaging or file transfer themselves in a
peer-to-peer manner. In this paper, we introduce SODESSON,
a middleware which enables easy and secure access to services
that get provided by devices belonging to the user himself and
his friends or colleagues. This novel communication paradigm
of user-centric networking leads to more efficient and secure
communication, since the indirection introduced by servers is
eliminated. Given that we focus on user-centric communication,
we are able to exploit the trust relationships and communication
pattern of a social graph to reach these goals.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern communication becomes more and more ubiquitous
in our everyday lives. While stationary desktop computers are
still used on fix locations like an office space or a living room,
a lot of different communication gadgets go along with us
as we move between different locations. Mobile devices like
laptops, smartphones, music players, or handheld gaming consoles are capable of local ad-hoc communication or Internet
access. We often even have multiple devices at our disposal
at the same time, accessing different kinds of communication
services. While Internet-based services are typically provided
by a centralized server infrastructure, modern devices are often
powerful enough to provide services themselves in a peer-topeer manner.
A different aspect of our daily lives is the membership in
Online Social Networks (OSNs), which we use to stay in
contact with friends, family, and colleagues. A typical OSN
as Facebook or Google+ lets us maintain these contacts in
one single place, share personal data and send messages. It
is often possible to provide different access rights to different
contacts, depending on how familiar we feel with them. But
since these OSNs are provided by centralized servers, there are
several major drawbacks. This includes privacy issues, because
all personal data is stored on the servers of the OSN operator.
Furthermore permanent Internet connectivity is need to access
these servers. Finally this approach excludes services, which
can only be provided by a mobile device itself.
In this paper, we introduce a first draft of SODESSON
(acronym for Service-Oriented, Decentralized and Secure Social Networks), a novel middleware which enables easy access
to services that get provided by devices belonging to the user
himself and his social environment. We assume that each user

of our network possesses multiple mobile and/or stationary
devices which have services running that he wants to share
with users that are familiar to him. We use the term usercentric networking for this scenario. Since multiple devices of
a single user might provide the same service (for example a
chat service provided by an instant messaging application),
the users should be able to focus on the specific service
and the person who provides it, but users should not have
to worry about manually accessing the correct device. With
user-centric networking the user addresses services provided
by users, instead of specific devices. The SODESSON middleware abstracts from these details by automatically choosing the
device with the best availability. To a certain degree traditional
applications like email or instant messaging are already usercentric, but depend on dedicated servers per application. In
contrast our middleware is application-independent and completely decentralized.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In section
II we give an overview about related work in the area of
decentralized social networks and opportunistic networking.
In section III we present a detailed motivation for our new
communication paradigm. The architecture for our SODESSON middleware is explained in section IV followed by a
description how we leverage the social context in section V.
In section VI we propose an evaluation framework for usercentric networks followed by a discussion of open research
issues in section VII.
II. R ELATED WORK
Decentralized social networks in the classic OSN sense
currently are in the spotlight, both by researchers and nonacademic open source projects. The idea of self-governed data
publication is based on an increasing public awareness of
privacy protection. This has its origin in the discontent with
strict terms of service of centralized OSNs like Facebook and
fear of identity theft.
Diaspora [1] is a popular decentralized OSN based on
independent servers (comparable to protocols like SMTP or
XMPP), which has gained notable news coverage [2][3]. Some
academic approaches are LifeSocial [4], Safebook [5] and
PeerSoN [6], which are all based on DHTs. All these networks
have a feature set in common that is similar to Facebook
and offer a direct alternative for publishing profile data, photo
albums and status updates.
However, SODESSON has a different direction than these
approaches, as it focuses on an easy “just works” access to
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SODESSON scenario: User-centric networking

services on mobile devices and does not take global connectivity for granted. The social context is leveraged mainly for
efficiency and security aspects as shown in section V.
Hence, SODESSON is more comparable to designs like
the Unmanaged Internet Architecture (UIA) [7] than typical
OSNs. UIA focuses on the easy, user-friendly establishment of
connections in heterogeneous environments between devices
that have been introduced to each other before. It addresses
several challenges and possible solutions for this task, but
uses a device-oriented addressing scheme. Our SODESSON
middleware, in contrast, provides a user-centric addressing
scheme, hiding the complexity of service discovery and device
selection from users and applications.
MyNet [8] is a project by Nokia which picks up the idea
from UIA, adds improvements as the security concept of
Passlets and evaluates it by users studies, focusing on an
ease of use. Still, MyNet leaves the basic UIA architecture
untouched.
Haggle [9] is a data dissemination framework based on opportunistic communication between mobile devices in a datacentric paradigm. The framework focuses on data search and
retrieval in mobile ad-hoc networks and relieves applications
from their infrastructural requirements. Haggle regards these
networks as a resource pool for data storage and distribution
and does not focus on addressing specific users. Leverage of
the social context is only considered marginally.
III. M OTIVATION
SODESSON’s goal is to unfold the full potential of mobile
devices by providing a service directly on a mobile device
itself (see Fig. 1). Examples include the provision of Internet
access via WLAN for other users (user-provided networking
[10]), the remote access to photos of a camera, and the
provision of a local weather or traffic report.
These services should, however, be made available to such
users, for which a personal trust relationship exists, since
providing a service leads to two challenges: Personal data may
be disclosed as well as costs may occur to the device owner
(e.g. traffic fees for Internet access). Social networks represent
social relationships and therefore provide an excellent basis for
the integration of trust relationships to secure this novel form
of service provision. Integrating the social context leads to

fundamental new research challenges as well as opportunities
and might change the future social behavior in terms of collaboration and communication fundamentally. High-speed local
communication via ad-hoc links or infrastructure networks
and automated yet secure access are feasible between device
that “know” each other on a social context basis. SODESSON
includes contact and rights management as we know it from
typical OSNs as Facebook to establish knowledge about the
social context in the SODESSON-enabled devices.
Our user-centric networking approach leads to a new addressing scheme: Instead of addressing servers (by their IP
addresses), we address services provided by trusted users of
the social network. A major challenge of this new paradigm
is the development of suitable communication protocols, e.g.
to discover services in a distributed manner. Because services
are provided directly between users’ devices, the geographical
proximity between devices can be exploited to keep network
traffic local (e.g. direct communication via Bluetooth, WLAN,
a local corporate network, or within an urban area). In contrast
the traditional approach always involves an indirection over
a centralized server. Therefore the direct approach is more
robust and efficient as well as cost-effective, since the costly
deployment and maintenance of such servers is eliminated. An
additional benefit of the new approach is that services often
can be accessed without the need for Internet connectivity.
This may lead to new forms of communication particularly
in areas without or with only limited Internet connectivity
(reducing the “digital gap”).
IV. A RCHITECTURE
SODESSON’s architecture follows the philosophy that user
interaction is only required on a very high abstraction level.
We assume that nowadays most users possess multiple devices
(stationary and mobile) which can provide different types of
services. For users who want to use a service, it is tedious
additional work to remember which service is provided by
which device or to find the best connectivity among multiple, possibly unavailable devices. Another issue with mobile
devices is limited battery supply. If a service (or specific
data) can be provided by multiple devices it is preferable
to choose a device with plenty of spare resources (e.g. a
desktop computer). These tasks can be encapsulated by a smart
middleware, that relieves the users from keeping track of those
devices.
For example, if Alice wants to send an instant message to
Bob, she should not need to speculate which distinct device
Bob is currently actively using to ensure that he reads her
message as soon as possible. In this case, since we don’t
want to presume permanent Internet connectivity, we need a
distributed approach for service discovery to find the device
Bob is currently using.
For another example, if Alice wants to access Bob’s latest
shared photo album, she does not care which distinct device
in Bob’s possession actually provides the pictures. Multiple
devices in Bob’s possession might run the same service and
store different pictures. Addressing each single device until the

correct pictures are found might be a lot of work for Alice.
She should rely on SODESSON to do this automatically.
When we regard these two use cases, we can identify
three major layers of abstraction on each SODESSON enabled
device:
•

•

•

An application layer, which contains several applications
providing the services (e.g. instant messaging or file
sharing). In contrast to a traditional device-centric addressing scheme, these services are addressed by a usercentric addressing scheme. Thus, the address consists
of a device-independent combination of target user and
target service (in the first example Alice would address
InstantMessaging@Bob).
A middleware which maintains the status of registered
applications on the device and keeps track of what
services are available. It also maintains the social graph,
keeps track of familiar devices, deals with device mobility
and enforces access control for provided services.
Multiple network interfaces which can used by the middleware to communicate. The selection of a network interface depends on the requested service and the available
devices (for example using a laptop for sending messages
via Bluetooth to a smartphone, while exchanging large
data volumes via Gigabit Ethernet).

The remainder of this section discusses the SODESSON
middleware layer which sits below the applications and above
the different network interfaces. As shown in Figure 2, the
SODESSON middleware consists of the following components:
•

•

Contact manager: This module is connected with the
user interface and holds all information regarding the
social context of the person the device belongs to: Here
the user can manage his contact list, credentials for
authentication and give basic rights to different users.
Since a user typically has a very diverse set of social
contacts with varying trust level, each contact can be
assigned to one or more groups. Each group represents a
different class of social contacts with a specific trust level,
which can be used for easy access control to selected
services. This trust relationship is asymmetric: If user A
decides to add user B to one of his groups this does
not implicate that user B adds A to any of his groups.
Every user is identified by a random 160 bit user id. A
user can be added in three ways: By entering his user id
manually, by selecting a physically close user (user ids are
broadcasted in local networks) or, if available, by using
a global distributed lookup service like e.g. P2PNS [11].
Service manager: This module brings together the
knowledge about services that are currently available on
this device, as well as the knowledge about connectivity
towards other devices that are compatible with these
services. The service manager’s main task is to select
a suitable device for the delivery of messages from the
application layer which are addressed to a specific user
and service. Applications use a publish/subscribe-based
interface to deliver messages to the service manager.
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The device selection is based on metrics like fastest
connection, most local connection, most frequently used
device or most recently used device.
Connection manager: Once the service manager has
selected the best device based on the chosen metric for
the given combination of user and service, it passes messages from the application layer down to the connection
manager for delivery. This module abstracts from the
different possible physicals connections provided by the
device’s interfaces, supports NAT traversal and provides
an ID/locator split architecture to handle device mobility.
Distributed data storage: Depending on the type of
service (see Section IV-A) not the direct connection to
a specific device may be needed, but instead access to a
multi-device spanning data storage like a DHT. This data
storage could be created Internet-wide, within a LAN
or as a mixture of both: A relay node inside the LAN
might accept requests by device that are only capable of
local communication and forward these delegations into
the Internet. Again it is up to the connection manager to
choose the best interface here.

A. Types of services
Different applications have different demands regarding
network and device resources, as well as availability. For
example, a profile page as we know it from Facebook is a
rather small set of data. Typically user wants his profile page
to be available at all times, regardless of the connectivity status
of his own devices. To achieve this in a distributed system the
profile page could be stored in a (Internet-wide or local) DHT.
On the other hand, sharing a large movie file between two
users is not feasible in an Internet-wide DHT with high churn.
In this case access to the movie file can only be provided by
direct communication as long as a connection to the device is
available.
By taking these use cases into account, we identified three
types of services:
• Direct: Interactive communication between online devices (e.g. file transfer)

Persistent: Distributed storage (e.g. access of a user
profile if user is offline)
• Hybrid: Combination of direct and persistent (e.g. delaytolerant delivery of IM message if user is offline)
The hybrid type is the most complex one, because the
service manager has to decide in which cases an application
message needs to be persisted. This is not only dependent
on the pure connectivity of the devices, but also on the user
presence status. For example, if a user participates in an IM
session on his desktop PC and suddenly leaves for lunch, but
leaves his PC running, it is still reachable in the network.
However, the user might want to get subsequent messages on
the smartphone he is carrying with him on his way to lunch.
•

V. S OCIAL CONTEXT LEVERAGE
SODESSON focuses on social relationships with a close
locality. Regarding this kind of context between the users
brings advantages in two aspects: efficiency and security.
• Efficiency: While it is still possible to give access to
geographically distant friends or relatives via the Internet,
the framework shows its full potential in easy access
via spontaneous wireless connections or high-speed local
area networks. Even when using Internet access, connecting two devices in the same city is more efficient than
detouring via a server on the other side of the world.
Adding new devices to the personal pool is also easy
since no dedicated share of the device is needed. The
same concept of basic and service-specific access rights
applies and can be propagated from existing devices in
the pool. On the other hand, the new device can silently
announce its participation for existing services, no human
interaction is needed.
Service discovery in general gets much easier and less
costly. While it remains a big challenge in decentralized
networks, a lot of complexity can be avoided by focusing
on devices inside the social context only.
• Security Security is another aspect which profits from
social relationships and locality. For each trusted contact
a public key is stored. Personal meetings make it easy
to sign each others public keys and thus create a web of
trust which is congruent to the personal social network.
The SODESSON middleware uses these keys for unified
authentication, encryption and access control independent
from the applications.
Stored data (permanently available data from persistent
services as well as ephemeral data from hybrid services)
can be stored on devices of familiar and trusted users
only, making autonomous data networks with fully connected trust feasible, comparable to Darknets.
VI. S IMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Since distributed systems tend to be very complex and are
hard to analyze, we started to work on a suitable simulation environment, which allows us to evaluate user-centric networks.
There are several peer-to-peer simulators like PeerSim [12] or
PlanetSim [13], but they lack suitable models for e.g. social
user behavior, mobile device classes or user mobility. Another
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class of simulators is used for the evaluation of delay-tolerant
networks. These simulators (like e.g. ONE [14]) provide very
detailed movement models but lack support for infrastructure
networks.
Therefore we started to extend our popular simulation
framework OverSim [15] to a framework for the evaluation
of user-centric networks.
A. OverSim
OverSim [15] is a flexible overlay simulation framework
based on OMNeT++. OverSim comprehensively includes
many structured and unstructured peer-to-peer protocols as
well as several event distribution protocols.
All protocol implementations can be used for both simulation as well as real world networks. Additionally, OverSim
provides several common functions for structured peer-to-peer
networks to facilitate the implementation of additional protocols and to make them more comparable. OverSim utilizes
the GUI that comes with of OMNeT++ to display overlay and
underlay topologies and network packets in detail (see Fig. 4),
thus allows for intuitive debugging.
OverSim’s architecture shown in Figure 3 allows the mod-

ularized modeling of all components in a P2P network in
easily exchangeable or extensible manner, thus facilitating
code reuse. Several exchangeable underlay network models
allow to simulate complex heterogeneous underlay networks
as well as simplified networks for large-scale simulations (up
to 100 000 nodes have been simulated successfully).
1) Underlay abstraction: The framework provides different underlay abstraction models differing in complexity and
accuracy, being the SimpleUnderlay, support of the INET
Framework as well as the SingleHostUnderlay.
The SimpleUnderlay is most suitable for the evaluation of
user-centric networks and thus we give a short introduction
on this model. It combines a low computational overhead
with high accuracy, making it a good model for simulating
large overlay networks. Nodes are placed into a n-dimensional
Euclidean space, determining mutual delays based on their
euclidean distance. Nodes’ positions are chosen to match the
measurements from the CAIDA/Skitter project. Additionally,
each node is assigned to a logical access network characterized
by bandwidth, access delay, jitter and packet loss parameters
to allow the simulation of heterogeneous access networks.
Mobility can be achieved by changing coordinates, access
network characteristics and the IP address of a node. To
model bandwidth effects, each node contains a logical sending
queue. The SimpleUnderlay allows for simulation of underlay
network partitioning and merging.
2) Churn modeling: OverSim provides several models for
generating churn, including a lifetime-based churn model supporting different distribution functions (e. g. Weibull, Pareto
or Exponential). It is possible to use more than one churn
generator at the same time to simulate groups of nodes with
different churn behaviors. For each churn generator, different
node configurations and overlay parameters can be specified,
allowing easy generation of heterogeneous devices, which is
particularly needed for our user-centric networking scenario.
B. User-centric networking extensions
To enable the simulation of user-centric networks, OverSim
needs to be extended by several new components.
First of all the representation of a social graph is needed.
For each user its neighbors are individually classified in
different groups (e.g. family member, friend, colleague). This
is important, since the class of a contact has influence on the
mobility, trust and application models.
Each user of this social graphs owns several devices. We
classify these devices in three groups:
•
•

•

Fixed devices: These are devices which are stationary,
like desktop computers or a WLAN access point.
Mobile powerful devices: These are mobile devices
which are carried around by its owners and are rather
powerful like a laptop computer (which e.g. either has
a large battery or is often attached to external power
sources).
Mobile limited devices: These are mobile devices like
smartphones or PDAs, which are short on resources like
battery or computing power.

Since there are complex dependencies between social context, device type, mobility model and application traffic it is
difficult to build a coherent model, which covers all of these
aspects. A frequent approach to generate behavior models is
to use traces from social experiments (like mobility models
used in DTN networking). Unfortunately traces containing
annotations for all relevant aspects (social graph with user
groups, device types, mobility and application traffic) are not
yet available.
Due to the lack of such traces we argue, that such models
need to be generated based on the motivation why users move
or communicate. For the evaluation of user-centric networks,
we propose the following SODESSON user model.
In this model each user and each device device has a
current location. Since people spend most of their time in
very few places [16], we think the following four locations
are sufficient:
•

•

•

•

Home: Typically users stay in their homes at night and
part of the weekend. When they are at home they mainly
communication with their family members or friends.
Often there is a fixed WLAN access point available.
Work: During working hours many users stay in a single
office location and mainly communicate with colleagues.
Often they have a dedicated stationary desktop computer
in their office.
Leisure: In their spare time users often move to leisure
locations (e.g. a bar or a cinema) to meet and to communicate with friends using mobile devices.
Travel: The travel locations are symbolic locations and
represent users, which are currently traveling. These users
don’t have access to any (personal) fixed devices and often are physically far away from their everyday locations.
As a consequence communication with their friends or
family members at home needs Internet connectivity and
often comprises larger network latencies.

Our underlay network model is mainly based on OverSim’s
scalable SimpleUnderlay model, which already provides typical Internet latencies. For our scenario we need to randomly
map every logical user location to a Skitter/CAIDA synthetic
coordinate at the beginning of a simulation considering several
constraints: We assume the home, work and leisure locations
of a user are geographically close and therefor the euclidean
distance in the synthetic coordinate needs to be close too. The
second constraint is the sharing of locations: If a colleague (or
family member) of a user X already has synthetic coordinates
for its work (or respectively home) location assigned, this
coordinates get reused for the locations of user X.
An important aspect, which needs to be modeled for usercentric networks, are connectivity domains (e.g. local ad hoc
networks, local corporate network, global Internet connectivity) and limited connectivity due to NATs/firewalls. In a
simple first step, we only differentiate between local ad hoc
connectivity for all devices currently at the same location
and global Internet connectivity for some devices at selected
locations.

VII. C URRENT RESEARCH FOCUS
The SODESSON architecture presented in this paper is still
work in progress. Our current research focus is on the leverage
of the social context for overlay routing and distributed
storage.
Overlay routing provides the ID/locator split architecture
and is needed to establish a communication path between mobile devices. As a first step we compared the performance of
several well-known structured overlay protocols under typical
churn with OverSim. The simulations results have shown, that
Bamboo[17] and Kademlia [18] have the best performance vs.
cost tradeoff and are good candidates, if there is global Internet
connectivity.
But clearly a global structured overlay based on Bamboo
or Kademlia isn’t optimal for our scenario. What if devices
frequently have to switch between Internet wide and local
communication? And how can we use the trust from our social
graph to improve routing, if some nodes are malicious?
The same questions apply to the distributed storage protocol.
Classical replication strategies for distributed hash tables don’t
seem to be suitable in our scenario. Instead we need to exploit
the information from our social graph and our mobility behavior to select suitable devices for replication. To increase the
robustness of the system against attackers it seems promising
to store data on trusted devices of our social contacts. But
does this really improve availability? This again depends on
the mobility behavior of our users.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
SODESSON was motivated by the fact, that although mobile devices get more and more powerful, they are mainly
used as dumb terminals to access services which are provided by central server in the Internet. This is even more
absurd if we consider, that many applications deal with direct
communication between users, like instant messaging, voice
communication or file transfer.
In this position paper we argued, that the direct provisioning
of services by the mobile devices themselves in a peer-topeer approach would be more robust, more efficient and
safer than the indirection introduced by using central servers
in the Internet. Therefore we introduced the novel concept
of service oriented and decentralized social networks as an
facility towards user-centric networking. We presented the
architecture of our SODESSON middleware which relieves
the burden of service discovery, access control and mobility
management from the applications.
A challenging task is the evaluation of such user-centric
networks, since there are complex dependencies between social context, user mobility, application traffic and the type of
involved devices. Therefor we proposed several extensions to
our OverSim simulation framework with the goal to provide
a realistic but scalable models to evaluate such networks.
Currently many research questions like suitable overlay
routing protocols and replication strategies are still open.
Nevertheless we think that user-centric networking is a very
promising communication paradigm and we should start to
discuss the challenges and opportunities as early as possible.
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